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W H I C H  S T O C H A S T I C  M O D E L  I S  U N D E R L Y I N G  T H E  C H A I N  L A D D E R  M E T H O D ?
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Editor’s Note: This  paper wns  presented to the XXIV ASTIN Colloqrrim. in Cambridge in
1993.  Also. this  paper  wns  mvarded the first-ever  CA.5 Chnrles  A. Huchemeisrer  Prize in
November 1994.

Abstract:

The usual  chain  ladder metlwd is a deterministic claims  reserving method.  In the last  years.
o stochastic  loglineor  approximation  to the chain ladder method  hav  been u~rl  by several
authors especially  in order  to quantify the variability  of the estimated  claims  reserves.
Although  the reserves  estimated  by both  merAo&  are clenrly diflerent.  rk logknenrapproxi-
mation has been  called “chain ladder.”  too.  by these  nrcthors.

In this  note,  we  show  that D different  distribution-free  stochusric  model i.v underlying the

chain ladder method; i.e. yie1d.s  exactly  the some claims  reserves  as the usual  chain ladder
method.  Moreover.  D comparison  of this  stochavic  model with the above-mentioned lo-
glinear  approximation  reveals  that the nvo models  rely on dtrerent philosophies on the
claims  process.  Because  of these  fundamental  diflercnces  the loglinear  approximation
deviates  from  the usual  chain  ladder method in LI decisive  way  and should therefore not be
called “chain  ladder”  any  more.

Finally,  in the appendi.r  it is shon:n  that the loglinear  approximation  is much  more volatile
than  the usual  chain ladder method.

I. The USI& dererministic  chain /odder method

LCI C;k dcnok Lhc accumulated claims amoum of accidcnl  year i. I 5 i 5 n. cilhcr  paid or incurred up IO

dcvclopment  year k. 1 2 k I n. The values of C,r:  for i + k 5 n + I arc known IO us (run-off uianglc)  and we

wan1 to cstima1e  1hc  values  of Cik for i + k > n + I, in particular 1hc  uhimatc  claims amount Ci,  of each

accident  year i= 2. _... n.

The chain ladder method consis  of cslimating  lhc unknown amounts  C,k. i + k > n + I, by

(1)

whcrc

n-k n-k

(2) fk = z Cj. k+ 1 / z cjk, 1 2 k 5 n - 1.
j= I j= I

For many years this has ken used as a self-explaining  dcrcrminisk  algorithm which was no1 derived
from a s1ochastic model.  In order  10 quantify Ihe  variability of 1hc  cstimatcd  ultimate claims amounts. thcrc
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UNDERLYING ‘TIC+  CHAIN LADDER METHOD?

have been several attempts to find  a stochastic model underlying the chain ladder method. Some  of these wiU
be reviewed in the following chapter. I

2. Some srocharric models  related  to the chain ladder  method

In order to find a stochastic model underlying the chain ladder method we have to cast the central equation
(1) of the chain ladder method into stochastic terms. One way of doing this runs along the following lines:
We conclude from (I) that

lhis  is generafizd  IO the stochastic model

(3 ) E(Ci, k + 1) = E(Cik)  JL lSkSn-1,

where all Cn am considered IO be random variables and!),  . . ..f.,-t  to be unknown  parameters.

Introducing the incremental amounts

with the convention Cio  = 0. one can show that model (3) is equivalent to the following model for S& :

(4 ) E(Sik)  = xiyk. 1 I i. k 5 n,

with unknown parameters  Xi* 1 2 i 4 n. and yk, lSk5n,withyt+...+y,=l.

Proofof  the equivalence of (3) and (4):

(3)==> (4): Successive application of (3) yields

E(Cin)=E(Cik)  fkx ... Xfn- I

Because

Wd = E(Ci.d - E(Ci, k - I)

=ycjn)((fkx...xfn-,)-'-(fk-,x...xfn-I)-')

we obtain (4) by defining
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I-

yk=(fkx...Xfn-l)-l-(fk_,X...Xfn-,)-l,  21;kSn-1.

yn= 1 -(fn- I)-‘.

lhisdefinition  htLfiUsyt  + . +y,,= 1.

(4) => (3): we have

=&@I+  +yd

and therefore

E(~~~,~l)_Yl+...+Yk+yk+l=:fk,  ,<k,n-,,

1 Yl + . +Yk

The stochastic model (4) clearly has %I-1  free parameters Xi.  yk. Due to the equivalence of (3) and (4)

one concludes that also  model (3) must have 2n - 1 parameters. One immediately sees n - 1 parameters

fi, . . .f,,-  t. The other n parameters become visible if we look at the proof (3) => (4). It shows that the

level of each accident year i. here measured by Xi = E (C&.  has to be considered a parameter, too.

Now, one additionally assumes that the variables Sk,  1 5 i. k 5 n. arc independent. Then  the parameters

xi, yk of model (4) can be estimated (e.g. by the method of maximum likelihood) if we assume any distribution

function for Sp;  e.g.. a one-parametric one with expected value x& or a twoparametric one with the second

parameter being constant over all cells (i.k). For example, we can take one of the following possibilities:

(49 & = Normal (X&.  0’)

W Sa = Exponential (I/(x&))
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(Observe that (4a) and (4~) introduce even a further parameter 2).  Possibility (4a) has been introduced
into the literature by de Vylder 1978 using least squares estimation of the parameters. The fact that claims
variables are usually skewed to the right is taken into account by possibilities (4b) and (4c) but at the price
that all incremental variables gik must be positive (which is not the case with the original chain ladder method

and ohen  restricts the use of (4b)  and (4c) to triangles of paid amounts).

Possibility (4b) has been used by Mack 1991. Possibility (4c) was introduced by Kremer 1982 and
extended by Zehnwirth 1989 and 1991. Renshaw 1989, Christofides 1990. Vernll  1990 and 1991. It has the
advantage that it leads to a linear model for log(&).  namely to a two-way analysis of variance, and that the

patameters  can therefore be estimated  using ordinary regression analysis.

Although model (4c) seems to be the most popular possibility of model class (4). we want to emphasize
that it is only one of many different ways of stochastifying mode.1  (4). Moreover, possibilities (4a), (4b).  (4c).
yield different estimators for the parameters Xi. yk, and for the claims reserves and ah of thcsc arc different

from the result of the original chain ladder method. Therefore this author finds it to be misleading that in the
papers by Zehnwirth  1989 and 1991.  Renshaw 1989. Christotides  1990. Vcrrall 1990  and 1991 model (4~)
explicitly or implicitly is called  “rhe scholastic model underlying the chain ladder”  or even directly “chain
ladder model.” In fact, it is something different. In order  to not efface this difference.  model (4c) should better
lx caUed”loglinearcross-classified  claims reserving mcthod.“ln  the next chapter we show that this difference
does not only rely on a different parametric assumption or on different estimators but stems from a different
underlying philosophy.

3. A distribution-free  stochastic  modelfor  the original  chain ladder method

lhe stochastic models (4a). (4b).  (4c) described  in the last chapter did not lead us to a model which yields
the same reserve formula as the original chain ladder method. But we will now dcvclop  such a model.

If we compare model (3) with the chain ladder projection (I). we may get the impression that the transition

6% E.1.11+2-f-.-C. 3t.n+l-I n+l-i

in (1) from the most recent observed amount Ci, “+ t -i to the estimator for the first unknown amount

Ci.n+l-i has not been captured very well by model (3) which uses

W ~i.n+Z-i=E(Ci..+,-i)f,+l-i.

The crucial difference between (A) and (B) is the fact that (A) uses the actual observation C,. ,, + t - i

itself as basis for the projection whereas (B) takes its expected  value.  This  means that the chain ladder method
implicitly must use an assumption which states that the information contained in the most recent observation

Ci,n+l-i is more relevant than that of the average E(Ci,  ,, + t _ , ,) This is duly taken into account by the

model

(3 E(Ci.k+lICiI.....C,k)=Cikfk. l<iSn,  l<kSn-I
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which is (due to the iterative rule for expectations) more restrictive than (3). Moreover, using (5) we ate able
to calculate the conditional expectation E(CikID),  i + k > n + I , given the data

observed so far, and knowing this conditional expectation is more useful  than knowing the unconditional

expectation E(Cik)  which ignores the observation D. Finally,  the following theorem shows that using (5) we

additionally need only to assume the independence  of the accident years, i.e. to assume that

(6) {Cit. . . . . Gin}. (Cjl, . . . . Cjn), i *j,

are independent, whereas under (4a),  (4b). (4~)  we had to assume the independence of both. the accident
years and the development year increments.

Theorem: Under assumptions (5) and (6) we have fork > n + 1 - i

(7) E(CikID)=Ci,,+t-if”+t-iX...xfk-t.

Proof:  Using the abbreviation

E;(x)  = E(XICit,  ...I Ci, n+ t -i)

we have due to (6) and by repeated application of (5)

E(C,K’)  = E,(cik)

=&(E(CiklCil.  . . . . ci.k-  I))

=Ei(C,,k-I)  fk-  I

= etc.

=WCi,n+2-d fn+2-ix..,xfk- I

The theorem shows that the stochastic model (5) produces exactly the same reserves as the original chain
ladder method if we estimate the model  paramctersfk  by (2). Moreover. WC see that the projection  basis

Ci,n+l-8 in formulae  (7) and (1) is not an estimator  of the paramctcr  E$Ci,  ,, + t -i) but stems  from working

on condition of the data observed so far. Altogcthcr. m&cl  (5) employs  only n-l parameters f,. . . . . f+,. The
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price for having less parameters than models (3) or (4) is the fact that in model (5) we do not have a good
estimator for E(Ca)  which are the additional parameters of models (3) and (4).

But even models (4) do not use E(CJ as estimator for the ultimate claims amount because this would

not be meaningful in view of the fact that the knowledge of E(Ct,)  is completely useless (because we already

know Ct, exactly) and that one might have E(Ci,)  < Ci, n + t _ r (e.g. for i = 2) which would lead to a negative

claims reserve even if that is not possible. Instead models (4) estimate the ultimate claims amount by
estimating

i.e. they estimate the claims resctve  Ri = Gin - Ci. n + t - i = Si, n + 2 - i + + Sin  by estimating

E(Ri)=E(Si.“+2-;+...  +SiJ-

lf we assume that we know  the true parameters Xi,  yk of model (4) andfk  of model (5). we can clarify tbe

essential difference between both  models in the following way: The claims reserve for model  (4) would then
be

E(Ri)=xion+2-i+  . . +YJ

independently of the observed data D. i.e.  it will  not change if we simulate diffcrcnt  data sets D from the
underlying distribution. On the other hand, due to the above theorem, model (5) will each time yield a different

claims reserve

E(RiID)=Ci..+t-i Vn+I-ix ,.. xfn-l-l)

asCi,n+l-i changes from one simulation to the next.

For the practice, this means that we should use the chain ladder method (I) or (5) if we believe that the
deviation

Ci,n+t-i-E(Ci.n+t-i)

is indicative for the future development of the claims. If not, we can think on applying a model  (4) although
doubling the number of parameters is a high price and may lcad to high instabiiity of the estimated reserves
as is shown in the appendix.

4. Final  Remark

‘lhe aim of this note was to show that the loglinear cross-classiticd model (4c) used by Renshaw.
Christotidcs. Vernll  and Zehnwirth  is nor a model underlying  the usual chain ladder method because it
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requires independent and strictly positive increments and produces different reserves. We have also shown
that model (5) is a stochastic model underlying the chain ladder method. Moreover, model (5) has only
n - 1 parameters-as opposed to 2, _ t (or even 2n)  in case of model (4c)-and  is therefore more robust than

model (4c).

Finally. one might argue that one advantage ofthe Ioglinearmodel(4c)  is the factthatit attows to catcufate
the standarderrors  ofthe reserveestimators  as has beendone  by Renshaw 1989. Christofides 1990 and Verrah
1991. But this is possible for model (5). too. as is shown in a separate paper (Mack 1993).
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A P P E N D I X

NUMERAL EXAMPLE WHICH SHOWS THATTHE LOGLINEAR  MODEL (4C) Is MORE VOLATILE THAN THE

USUAL CHAIN  LADDER MmoD

The data for the following example are taken from the “Historical Loss Development Study,” 1991
Edition, published by the Reinsurance Association of America (RAA).  There,  we fmd on page 96 the
following run-off triangle of Automatic Facultative  business in General  Liability (excluding Asbestos &
Environmental):

i=l

i=2

i=J

i=4

i=S

i=6

i=7

i=8

i=9

i= 10

Gil Cl7

5012 8269

106 4285

3410 8992

5655 I IS55

1092 9565

1513 a45

557 4020

1351 6947

3133 5395

2063

C#3 ci.4 G CO6 Gil Cd CA9 G O

10907 II805 13539 16181 IKKN 18608 18662 18834

5396 10666 13782 15599 15496 16169 16704

I3873 16141 18735 22214 22863 23466

IS766 2126.5 23425 26083 27067

15836 22169 25955 26180

11702 12935 15852

10946 12314

13112

The above figures are cumulative incurrcd case losses in 6 1000. WC have taken the accident years from
1981 (i=l) to  1990  (i=IO).  The  fo l low ing  tab le  shows  the  corresponding  incrementa l  amounts

S& = C& - Ci.  t-1 1

i=l

i=2

i=3

i=4

i=S

i=6

i=7

i=8

i=9

i= IO

&I

5012

106

3410

5655

1092

1513

557

1351

3133

2063

s9. s83
3257 2638

4179 1111

5582 488 I

5900 4211

8473 627 I

4932 5257

3463 6926

5596 6165

2262

x4

898

5270

2268

5500

6333

1233

1368

S 15

1734

3116

2594

2159

3786

2917

S 16

2642

1817

379

2658

22s

S 87

1828

-103

619

984

S 18 S 19 SilO

599 54 172

673 535

603

N o t e  t h a t  i n  d e v e l o p m e n t  y e a r  7  o f  a c c i d e n t  y e a r  2  w e  h a v e  a  n e g a t i v e  i n c r e m e n t

s2.7 = c2.7 - c2,6=  -103.  Because model (4~)  works with tOgatilhmSofthe  inCretIIentti  amounts~~it  can1101

handle the negative increments $7. In order to apply model (4c).  we therefore must change $7 artiticially

or leave it out. We have tried the following possibilities:
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(a) S2,7=1,i.e.C~~7=l5496+1~=lS6O.C2~s=16169+1~

= 16273,C?,9=  16704+ l&l=  16808

(h) C2.7  = 16OOO.i.c.  S2.7  = 401, S2.s  = 169

(bz) S2.7  = missing value.  i.e. C2.7  = missing value

When  estimating the msctvcs for thcsc possibilities  and looking a~ UIC  residuals  for model (4~).  WC will
identify S2.t = C2.t  = 106 as an outlicr. WC have thcrcforc also tried:

Cl like (bt) but additionally S2.t = C2.t  = 1500.  i.c. all CZJ:  arc augmentedby 1X0-  106 = 1394

C2 like  (b)  butadditionally S2.t = C2.1  = missing value.

This yields the following resuhs (the calculations for model (4~)  wcrc done  using Ben  Zchnwirth’s
ICRFS.  version 6.1):

Total Estimawd Rcscwcs

Possibiliw Chain  Ladder Lqlincnr Model  (4C)

unchanged  dam 52.135 no, p,ssihle

(2) 52.274 190.754

(bl) 51.523 IO2.065

(9) 52,963 107.354

(Cl) 49.720 69,9W

(q) 51.834 70.032

This comparison clearly  shows that the IWO mcrhods arc complctcly  diffcrcnt  and that the usual chain
ladder  method is much less volatile  than the loglincar cross-classified  method  (4~).

For the sake  of completcncss.  rhc following two rablcs give the results for the above calculations per
accident year:
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WHICH STocliASTlC  MODEL Is
WDERLYTNG  THE  CHAIN  UIDDER  bfET”OD7

CHAIN LADDER METHOI~ESTIMATU)  RESERVES PER ACCIDENT YEAR

Act. Ycllr Unchqcd--
1981 0

1982 154

1983 617

1984 1,636

I985 2,747

1986 3.649

1987 5.435

1988 10.907

1989 10.650

1990 16.339

1981-90 52.135

(4 (4)

0 0

I55 154

616 617

1,633 1.382

2.780 2,664

3.671 3593

5.455 5.384

10,935 10.838

10.668 10.604

16360A 16287L
52374 51523

(9, (Cl)

0 0

154 167

617 602

1,529 I ,348

2.964 2.606

3.795 3.S26

5568 5,286

11,087 10.622

10,770 10,322

I6 477L IS 242L
52.963 49.720

ccz,

0

154

617

1529

2.964

3.795

5568

11,087

10.770

15349A
51,834

LOGLINMR MEIHOD-ESTIMATED  RESERVES PER ACClDEh7  YEAR

Act. Year

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1981.90

(0)

0

309

2.088

6.114

3.773

6.917

9.648

24.790

36.374

100739I
190.754

k’d
0

249

949

2,139

2,649

4.658

6,312

IS.648

21.429

48 033A
102.065

0 (Cl)
0 0

313 282

893 749

2.683 I.675

3.286 2,086

5,263 3,684

6.780 4.968

16.468 12fKQ

22.213 15,545

49 454A 29 010L
107.354 699.999

(Cd
0

387

674

1.993

2.602

4,097

5.188

12.174

15.343

27575

70.032
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